How to upload to GoExplore Lincolnshire:
Step 1: Follow the link to the wizard: https://lincolnshire.goexploreapp.co.uk/create/intro

Step 2: Create your walk by giving it a name, selecting your start location, giving it an interesting and fun description
and then choosing an eye catching image.

Your location current has to be an address or postcode- the app does not support grid references. However once you
are taken through to the map you can pick up and adjust the pin to the correct location if postcode is not accurate
enough.
Your description can include the distance of the walk as this is not yet automated in the app.

Step 3: Design your route
You will then be taken to your map screen which is OS mapping. And a side panel will direct you how to create the
walk. You can either upload a GPX if you have one, or drop pins to create the route. If you upload a GPX you will
need to edit the pins once the route is saved. Any information that has been pulled through to the title will appear to
the walker- so if you don’t want it, delete it from the pin and then save.

Once you have the gpx uploaded or you drop a pin you can click on the pin and add content- this is what makes all
the difference. This is where you share your knowledge, thoughts and interests with your walker.

These are my pins, I have selected the second pin which is now a darker red.

I will be presented with this screen:

Title and Description:
Will both be displayed at the bottom of the app as you
trigger the pin, they will not cause the phone to vibrate
and will remain on screen until the next pin is triggered.
An example of information for this pin might be:
Title:
Start
Description:
Watch out for butterflies

You will then have the option to add an image.
This is highly recommended as this will show on the app as a full screen pop up. Along with the image you can then
add your information which should be added to this box:

The Details box is the key to share your knowledge and
expertise!
This will show up under your image as scrollable text,
allowing you to inform the walker of whatever you desire.
It could be an explanation of the image you entered, a fact
about the location you are walking past or it could be a
motivational quote.
An example based on the title and description above
might be:
Description:
There are many types of butterflies in this region, did you
know a group of butterflies is sometimes called a flutter
and their eyes are made of 6,000 lenses and they can see
ultraviolet light.

When you have finished adding content make sure you save the changes to your pin. You can then continue to plot
your route.

The pins are triggered via geo-fences and as such it is important you don’t put data on pins that are too close
together or the geo-fences will overlap and the app won’t know which to trigger.
For example I wouldn’t add information to both of these pins:

But I can add data to both of these pins:

Step 4: Complete your route
Once you have finished your route and clicked FINISH you will be taken to an overview:

And you will be asked if you are happy with your walk:

Once you have sent your route it will go to Active Lincolnshire for approval. Once it is approved it will appear on the
app and you can go and walking with it.
If you use your walk and you wish to make changes to it after approval you can contact Active Lincolnshire via
llara.munn@activelincolnshire.com or communications@activelincolnshire.com and the walk can be “unapproved”
and sent back into your list for editing or adjustment. Once you are satisfied you simply resubmit it to the app and
await approval.
Remember this is your chance to create something special, interesting, unique and fun. The more time you spend to
make the walk enjoyable the better the walkers experience will be and the more likely they are to share it with
friends and family.
This app is for all of Lincolnshire, the more walks we have on it the more people can explore and learn about our
county. It is free and is funded by Sport England and created by Active Lincolnshire which is a charity County Sports
Provider.
Your time and effort is truly appreciated and we hope that together we can create a wonderful tool to experience
our county through.

